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The images can be used both for desktop backgrounds and mobile and web design. Dimensions: 557x365 (PNG format) This set of 5 icons is made for mobile and web design, for showcasing your sites and applications. The icons are designed in high resolution
(2000x2000px) and can be used at any size without losing the quality. Note: Using illustrations without permission is considered a copyright infringement. Icons Descr... This set of 5 icons is made for mobile and web design, for showcasing your sites and applications. The
icons are designed in high resolution (2000x2000px) and can be used at any size without losing the quality. Note: Using illustrations without permission is considered a copyright infringement. Icons Desc... "Baseball" set of icons. These icons are designed to be used on
web pages and workspaces for sports and sporting events, including American sports (baseball, football, and basketball) and international sports (soccer, tennis, golf). These sports icons are suitable for use as desktop background and image buttons on webs... • Modern
fonts and icons: Western and Eastern calligraphy, formal and informal writing, unique fonts, etc. • Styles ranging from corporate, modern, traditional, and rustic. • Colours include nearly all major colours, plus tones and gradients. • The library contains over 600 icons and
fonts; over 1,100 vector shapes includi... This set of 96 bright icons is designed for use in web and desktop applications. The design is very compact and includes icons for almost any kind of application. Please note: Downloading the entire collection of icons consumes lots
of bandwidth and may take an extended amount of time to load. This is a set of well known photographs and powerful and clear logos of different kind of objects with different kinds of designs. The Photoshop PSD file of the “Icons” set includes all the images in high
resolution (300 dpi) for you to use. There are many options available here, such as using them as desktop background and... This is a set of well known photographs and powerful and clear logos of different kind of objects with different kinds of designs. The Photoshop PSD
file of the “Icons” set includes all the images in high resolution (300 dpi) for you to use. There are many options available here, such as using them as desktop background and... Icons is
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Personalization for your web sites is becoming more and more popular. This set of 6 friendship icons includes a personalised heart icon, a personalised pencil icon, a personalised date icon, a friendship icon, a username icon, and a personalised envelope icon, all in a blue
colour scheme. All are realistic, 3D and stylised to complement the geometric style of your web designs. The simplicity of each design coupled with the warm appearance of the colours makes this set suitable for a variety of sites, from those with a corporate, modern feel
to those with a lighter feel. Personalization for your web sites is becoming more and more popular. This set of 6 friendship icons includes a personalised heart icon, a personalised pencil icon, a personalised date icon, a friendship icon, a username icon, and a personalised
envelope icon, all in a warm colour scheme. All are realistic, 3D and stylised to complement the geometric style of your web designs. The simplicity of each design coupled with the warm appearance of the colours makes this set suitable for a variety of sites, from those
with a corporate, modern feel to those with a lighter feel. Go into business with a smart image that can make your communications easy to understand. Spare parts icons (e.g. instrument icons, equipment icons, etc) contain images of objects that are often used in
engineering, mechanics, and other fields, and can help convey the meaning of your image. Since the icons are very colorful and unique, they can help you stand out in business. Go into business with a smart image that can make your communications easy to understand.
Spare parts icons (e.g. instrument icons, equipment icons, etc) contain images of objects that are often used in engineering, mechanics, and other fields, and can help convey the meaning of your image. Since the icons are very colorful and unique, they can help you stand
out in business. Go into business with a smart image that can make your communications easy to understand. Spare parts icons (e.g. instrument icons, equipment icons, etc) contain images of objects that are often used in engineering, mechanics, and other fields, and can
help convey the meaning of your image. Since the icons are very colorful and unique, they can help you stand out in business. Go into business with a smart image that can make your communications easy to understand. Spare parts icons (e.g. instrument icons,
equipment icons, etc) aa67ecbc25
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• The creation of such a set is a great joy to me • The set of "Animals" icons is an illustration of the sense of sympathy of the author, it is also an appeal for the protection of nature • The set contains cute animals, created in a portrait style • The set has a modern and fresh
design • The icons are available in various sizes and formats • All icons are easily to integrate in your design and set a cheerful and positive mood in your desktop • The set is ready to use for personal, non-commercial purposes See my other sets: -Social Icons ( -Medical
Icons ( This set was inspired by the world of nature - a set of icons titled "Animals". These cute figures will surely amuse you and will help you set a cheerful mood on your desktop. NOTE: Free to use for personal, non-commercial purposes. Animals Icons Description: • The
creation of such a set is a great joy to me • The set of "Animals" icons is an illustration of the sense of sympathy of the author, it is also an appeal for the protection of nature • The set contains cute animals, created in a portrait style • The set has a modern and fresh
design • The icons are available in various sizes and formats • All icons are easily to integrate in your design and set a cheerful and positive mood in your desktop • The set is ready to use for personal, non-commercial purposes See my other sets: -Social Icons ( -Medical
Icons ( This set was inspired by the world of nature - a set of icons titled "Animals". These cute figures will surely amuse you and will help you set a cheerful mood on your desktop. NOTE: Free to use for personal, non-commercial purposes. Animals Icons Description: • The
creation of such a set is a great joy to me • The set of "Animals" icons is an illustration of the sense of sympathy of the author, it is also an appeal for the protection of

What's New In Animals Icons?

■ 189 PNG icons. ■ All icons are vector-based. ■ Optimized for retina display. ■ Free to use for personal, non-commercial purposes. ■ Designed by Sofonio. ■ Get more free icons here: News - 2/17/2015 - Cats, dogs, raccoons, monkeys and other animals. That’s what I
call the cute animal line drawing 2017 set. The line-drawing lines are made from detailed vector work which gives a very realistic and detailed look. What we have here is a set of 96 kawaii animal icons for you to use in your websites, applications or other projects. (989KB)
Brushes - 12/21/2014 - We have extended our collection of brushes with loads of cute animal icons - covers from puppies to polar bears! Cute Drawings for Facebook. - 12/16/2014 - Cute drawing of animals for Facebook. It is a set of 4 icons. Icons are vector based. They
have transparent background. Cute Drawings - 12/12/2014 - Awesome and adorable set of 12 cute animal icons with gradients of colors and black & white. The small size of these icons makes them suitable for any design project. (2,72Kb) Animal Layers - 12/6/2014 -
Animal layers are a series of cute vector cutouts suitable for website covers. Each of them has a unique texture and can be easily customized to look more naturally real. (72Kb) Patterns - 11/24/2014 - This is a set of cute animal line drawing pattern. It's an excellent kit to
use for commercial design projects, or to give as a free gift on your social media profiles. (89Kb) Cute Animals Of Europe - 11/20/2014 - Cute Animals Of Europe - Over 80 cute animal illustrations in.ai,.eps and.psd formats that will make great decoration of your advertising
campaigns, presentations, flyers and other design documents. (2,53Kb) Like A Bear - 11/19/2014 - The "Like A Bear" pack is a set of 86 cute animal icon line drawings. Free for personal use. 72 Cats and 120 Doodles - 11/11/2014
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 Processor: 2GHz or higher Memory: 2GB RAM Hard Disk: 100MB free space Graphics: Graphics card with a minimum resolution of 1024x768 Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible DirectX: DirectX 9.0c compatible Additional Notes:
You must install the software in a computer with a 64-bit operating system. Programmed by Ivan Rechner Game Music with Re
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